Smart storage gives flow in the kitchen
The KUNGSFORS series offers open storage that gives utensils, spices and recipes their given and visible place on the wall. Organized utensils means more space and a better flow in the kitchen, so that cooking is easier. The series is inspired by restaurant kitchens and adapted for both small and large home kitchens. The different parts are also designed to be combined in a variety of ways to meet different needs.
GOOD TO KNOW

GOOD TO KNOW
You can build KUNGSFORS as a system with the parts and features together in a combination, or mount them separately to the wall just remember to use the included fittings. If you build KUNGSFORS as a system, screw in and attach the suspension rail to the wall and then simply click in the parts you want, such as a shelf, rail or magnetic knife rack. You can then adjust the position of the parts on the suspension rails whenever you want, without making more holes in the wall.

CARE
The parts in KUNGSFORS are made of stainless steel, also a shelf in bamboo or ash veneer. You can wipe all parts with a cloth moistened with a mild cleaning agent and then dry with a dry cloth. Remember to always wipe stainless steel surfaces in the longitudinal direction of the surface. Also avoid using scouring powder, steel wool and hard or sharp objects since it can scratch the stainless steel surface.

SAFETY
Different wall materials require different types of hardware. Use hardware (sold separately) suitable for the walls in your home.

HOW TO BUILD

You can use the different parts of KUNGSFORS freestanding or combine them as a system which you mount with the help of the suspension rails. Below you see the different ways that you can use KUNGSFORS.

KUNGSFORS without suspension rails

If you want a flexible solution, you can mount items of KUNGSFORS directly on the wall freestanding and furnish your wall just the way you want.

KUNGSFORS with suspension rails

To build KUNGSFORS as a system, you need at least two suspension rails that you mount into the wall. You then choose the parts you want in order to create your personal storage solution. You click the parts in place on the suspension rails and can then adjust the height and replace or add parts whenever you want, without having to make new holes in the wall.
COMBINATIONS

Overall size: Width x Depth x Height.
The combinations we present here are suggestions for how you can build KUNGSFORS as a system based on different needs.
To create your own solution, see page 4 for all parts.

**KUNGSFORS Suspension rail with shelf/magnet knife rack**
This combination includes three shelves in ash veneer that help you store what you need, while providing a mixture of materials that feel warm and cold in the kitchen. The magnetic knife rack makes it easy to see and reach all your different knives when cooking.
Overall size: W25¼×D12⅝×H31½”.
**Total price $96.94 392.543.26**

**Parts included in this combination**
- KUNGSFORS Suspension rail, 31½”. Stainless steel 803.348.58 2 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Ash veneer 903.712.23 3 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Magnet knife rack, Stainless steel 403.349.21 1 pc

**KUNGSFORS Suspension rail with shelf/wall grid**
A stainless steel combination which comprises of two shelves that allows you to see what is on the shelf from underneath. On the wall grid you can create more storage space by hanging utensils using the S-hooks or containers in the series.
Overall size: W25¼×D12⅝×H31½”.
**Total price $82.95 192.543.32**

**Parts included in this combination**
- KUNGSFORS Suspension rail, 31½”. Stainless steel 803.348.58 2 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Stainless steel 503.349.25 2 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Wall grid, Stainless steel 803.349.19 1 pc

**KUNGSFORS Suspension rail with shelf/rail/dish drainer**
A small combination that makes your life around the sink easier. Use the top shelf for storage, and the rail to hang the dish brush or other things you need close at hand. The dish drainer has a removable tray underneath that collects excess water from the drainer and protects your countertop. When you don’t need the drainer function, simply fold down the pins and use it as a regular shelf.
Overall size: W25¼×D12⅝×H31½”.
**Total price $85.95 092.543.23**

**Parts included in this combination**
- KUNGSFORS Suspension rail, 31½”. Stainless steel 803.348.58 2 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Ash veneer 903.712.23 1 pc
- KUNGSFORS Dish drainer 403.712.25 1 pc
- KUNGSFORS Rail, L22”. Stainless steel 403.349.16 1 pc

**KUNGSFORS Suspension rail with shelf/magnetic knife rack/wall grid/ash veneer shelf**
A practical and easy to use combination that makes cooking easier. You can store pots and pans on the shelf in stainless steel, hang kitchen utensils and anything else you want close at hand on the wall grid and store your knives on the magnet knife rack. Things not used often can be placed on the top shelf in ash veneer.
Overall size: W48⅞×D12⅝×H31½”.
**Total price $149.91 392.848.80**

**Parts included in this combination**
- KUNGSFORS Suspension rail, 31½”. Stainless steel 803.348.58 3 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Ash veneer 903.712.23 2 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Magnetic knife rack, Stainless steel 403.349.21 1 pc
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Stainless steel 503.349.25 2 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Wall grid, Stainless steel 803.349.19 1 pc
COMBINATIONS

Overall size: Width x Depth x Height.
The combinations we present here are suggestions for how you can build KUNGSFORS as a system based on different needs. To create your own solution, see below for all parts.

KUNGSFORS Suspension rail with shelf/rail/wall grid/ash veneer shelf
Mount this combination on the wall above the countertop and store everything you want close at hand when cooking. You can put plates and glasses on the shelf in ash veneer, and pots and pans on the shelf in stainless steel. Use the rails for your kitchen utensils.
Overall size: W72½×D12⅝×H31½”.
Total price $240.85

Parts included in this combination
- KUNGSFORS Suspension rail, 31⅝”. Stainless steel: 803.348.58
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Ash veneer: 903.712.23
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Stainless steel: 503.349.25
- KUNGSFORS Wall grid, Stainless steel: 803.349.19

KUNGSFORS Wall grid with storage
A practical combination that makes cooking and washing up easier. Store pots and pans on the shelf in stainless steel, hang kitchen utensils and anything else you want close at hand on the wall grid. The dish drainer has a removable tray underneath that collects excess water from the drainer and protects your countertop. When you don’t need the drainer function, simply fold down the pins and use it as a regular shelf. Things not used often can be placed on the top shelf in ash veneer.
Overall size: W48⅝×D12⅝×H40⅛”.
Total price $172.91

Parts included in this combination
- KUNGSFORS Suspension rail, 31⅝”. Stainless steel: 803.348.58
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Ash veneer: 903.712.23
- KUNGSFORS Dish drainer: 403.712.25
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Stainless steel: 503.349.25
- KUNGSFORS Wall grid, Stainless steel: 803.349.19

KUNGSFORS Suspension rail with shelf/wall grid
This full wall solution in ash veneer and stainless steel is created to give you plenty of storage space, so you can store for example your cookware and tableware in the same place, while providing a mixture of materials that feel both warm and cold.
Overall size: W72½×D12⅝×H63”.
Total price $454.74

Parts included in this combination
- KUNGSFORS Suspension rail, 31⅝”. Stainless steel: 803.348.58
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Stainless steel: 503.349.25
- KUNGSFORS Wall grid, Stainless steel: 803.349.19
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Ash veneer: 903.712.23

KUNGSFORS Suspension rail with shelf/rail/wall grid/ash veneer shelf
Mount this combination on the wall above the countertop and store everything you want close at hand when cooking. You can put plates and glasses on the shelf in ash veneer, and pots and pans on the shelf in stainless steel. Use the rails for your kitchen utensils.
KUNGSFORS containers, sold separately, fits perfectly on the wall grid – ideal for things like fresh herbs.
Overall size: W72½×D12⅝×H31⅝”.
Total price $240.85

Parts included in this combination
- KUNGSFORS Suspension rail, 31⅝”. Stainless steel: 803.348.58
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Ash veneer: 903.712.23
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23⅝”. Stainless steel: 503.349.25
- KUNGSFORS Rail, 22”. Stainless steel: 403.349.16
COMBINATIONS

Overall size: Width x Depth x Height.
The combinations we present here are suggestions for how you can build KUNGSFORS as a system based on different needs.
To create your own solution, see below for all parts.

KUNGSFORS Suspension rail/shelf/dish drainer/rail/wall grid
A combination that holds everything you need in the kitchen - both when cooking and washing up. You can put plates and glasses on the shelf in ash veneer, and pots and pans on the shelf in stainless steel. The dish drainer has a tray underneath that collects any excess water and protects your countertop. When you don't need the drainer function, simply fold down the pins and use it as a shelf.
Overall size: W72⅛×D12¾×H31½".
Total price: $258.85 892.543.38

Parts included in this combination
- KUNGSFORS Suspension rail, 31½". Stainless steel 803.348.58 4 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23½". Ash veneer 903.712.23 3 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Shelf, 23¼". Stainless steel 503.349.25 4 pcs
- KUNGSFORS Wall grid. Stainless steel 803.349.19 1 pc
- KUNGSFORS Dish drainer 403.712.25 1 pc
- KUNGSFORS Rail, L22". Stainless steel 403.349.16 2 pcs

ALL PARTS AND PRICES

All parts can be used in the system between the suspension rails or used separately as freestanding parts.

KUNGSFORS Container
Stainless steel. Ø4¾, H10⅜".
003.349.18 $9.99

KUNGSFORS Container
Stainless steel. W9½×D4¾×H10¼".
603.349.20 $17.99

KUNGSFORS Hooks
Stainless steel. W¼×D4×H3¼".
703.796.92 $2.99/3pk

KUNGSFORS Magnet knife rack
Stainless steel. W22".
403.349.21 $16.99

KUNGSFORS Magnetic clips
Stainless steel. W¼×H3¼".
003.349.23 $4.99/3pk

KUNGSFORS Rail shelf Stainless steel.
L15 ½" 004.424.99 $4.99
L22" 403.349.16 $5.99

KUNGSFORS Shelf W23¾×D11⅝".
Ash veneer 903.712.23 $19.99
Bamboo 004.017.81 $19.99

KUNGSFORS Shelf Stainless steel. W23¾×D11¼".
503.349.25 $21.99

KUNGSFORS Dish drainer
Stainless steel. W23½×D11¾×H4".
403.712.25 $39.99

KUNGSFORS S-hooks
Stainless steel.
203.349.22 $2.99/5pk

KUNGSFORS Suspension rail
Stainless steel. W1¾×D1¼×H31½".
803.348.58 $9.99

KUNGSFORS Tablet stand
Stainless steel. W10¾×D5¼×H4¼".
203.349.17 $9.99

KUNGSFORS Wall rack
Stainless steel. W22×H10½".
803.349.19 $18.99

KUNGSFORS Mesh bag
Natural 203.728.34 $5.99/2pk

KUNGSFORS Cart
Stainless steel 803.349.24 $149
ALL PARTS AND PRICES

All parts can be used in the system between the suspension rails or used separately as freestanding parts.

SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker. Place the speaker horizontally or vertically, or mount it on the wall to use as a practical shelf. Also helps you to use your space optimally, while providing a rich sound that fills the entire room.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>093.575.61</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>804.352.11</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SYMFONISK Speaker hook. Hang SYMFONISK WiFi bookshelf speaker on the wall to save space in your kitchen. With this speaker hook you can easily hang it on a rail like KUNGSFORS or FINTORP – saving precious space on your countertop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>504.443.25</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>